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CALL FOR PAPERS

ICEEEP 2024 will be planned in Lille, France on April 27-29, 2024, supported by Universitetet of Agder, Norway and Galati University 'Dunarea de Jos', Romania, etc.

The aim of ICEEEP 2024 is to present the latest research and results of scientists related to Energy Economics and Energy Policy topics. This conference provides opportunities to attendees from different areas to exchange new ideas and application experiences face to face, to establish business or research relations and to find global partners for future collaboration.
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• EU, US and Chinese agendas for green energy
• Trans-national and trans-continental energy cooperation
• National regulations for wind, solar, biomass and geothermal power stations
• Governmental incentives for green energy transitions
• Air pollution and transition to green energies
• Air pollution and green mobility
• Impact of green mobility on industry and society
• Political regulations of energy market(s)
• Energy stock-exchanges
• Fast online energy-trade
• Energy supply/demand modeling/simulation/forecasting
• Digitization of supply and demand sides
• Digitization of energy economy
• Influence of digitization of society on energy demand
• Cyber-security of national energy systems
• Country-vulnerability because of energy prices
• Inexpensive green energy for developing countries
• Energy behavior and demand side management
• Demand response and demand-side management
• Reserve markets and demand side flexibility

PAPER SUBMISSION

Please submit your full paper (for publication and presentation) or abstract (for presentation only) by iConf Submission System.

IMPORTANT DATES

Submission Deadline: November 30, 2023
Notification Date: December 30, 2023
Camera-Ready: January 15, 2024
Registration Deadline: January 15, 2024

WELCOME LISTENERS

If you'd like to attend the conference only without paper publication and presentation, you can make the registration directly as listener.

E-mail: iceeep@zhconf.ac.cn
Tel:  +86-13290000003

ICEEEP 2024
iceeep.com